If He Can Fight-Like He Can Love
GOOD NIGHT, GERMANY!

Words by Grant Clarke and Howard E. Rogers
Music by Geo. W. Meyer
If He Can Fight Like He Can Love,
Good Night Germany!
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Tempo di Marcia

Little Mary's beau, said "I've got to
ev'ry single day,

till ready

go,
say,
I must fight for Uncle Sam,
Mary's beau is oh, so brave—

Mary called loud— "Fare thee well my lovin' man!"
Chasing ev'ry Hun— He has taught them to be have—

"Ain't he nice and proud—shakes her head —"
And Mary answered "yes, and that's not all—"
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"If he can fight like he can love, Oh, what a soldier boy he'll be.

If he's just half as good in a trench As he was in the park on a bench.

Then every Hun, had better run And find a great big linden tree,

I know he'll be a Hero over there I never saw him in a real good scrap,

Cause he's a bear in any morris chair But you're a gon-er when you're in his lap

Why, then it's good night Germany!" "If he can yi!"
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THREE SONG HITS

FROM the Great White Way—where songs are made—to every home and place where songs are played, these three “Feist” hits are becoming part of America’s daily life. Take this page to your piano and try the wonderful melodies. Get the complete sheet music from your dealer today. They’re printed in the “Feist” easy-to-read style—no leaves to turn.

OTHER POPULAR “FEIST” SONGS

Bring Back My Daddy to Me
I’ll Come Back to You, When You All Great
We’ll Knock the Helium Out of Bohemia
Over There
Homeward Bound
In the Land of Washington
Don’t Leave Me Daddy
K-K-Katy
Tom, Dick and Harry and Jack
Blow Out Your Socks—She Waives Her Velvet Ribbons
He’s Every Year for $1.00. Send a stamp.
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Kress, Kress, Kraft, Grant or Metropolitan Store.

Also Get Them For Your Talking Machine
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The Kaiser Will “Sneer” It

N-O-I-T-I (Omit) Can’t Tell the Kaiser. But maybe that’s why it’s escaping the good old U. S. A. with its wonderful melody and inspiring words. Com. W. Meyer has put the real spirit of this into his playful military-meets-show-business burlesque, so that it will sing to the millions of every American when the Rhine is crossed and the guns are checked. Get it—it will get you.

Just Like Washington Crossed The Delaware

Sound banking will mean something in the coming days. It will mean security in a world of uncertainty and unrest. Just like Washington crossed the Delaware, sound banking will cross the seas. Get it—and you’ll get it.

I’m Sorry I Made You Cry

and you’ll get it.

A Hit That Hits Home

Well, of course, it is a hit. It is a hit because it has grown rapidly. It has grown rapidly because it is a beautiful song that sums up the spirit of the times. It is not just a hit, but a real hit in the world of song. The biggest hit of the year will be “A Hit That Hits Home.” Get it and you’ll get it.
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“YOU CAN’T GO WRONG WITH THESE THREE SONGS”
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of Song Hits ever offered by us at any one time.

These sensational Hits Are Advertised in
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and are Sung in Leading Vaudeville Houses and Played by all the Prominent Bands and Orchestras throughout the country.
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